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Abstract

STAY, UP), mediated by an attention layer (Bahdanau et al., 2015). The layer acts as an input
selector, computing the weight for each headline
on a given day. These weights are repurposed to
score and thus rank news headlines according to
financial relevance. As each weight solely depends
on the headline itself, we can use it to compare
headlines across the entire dataset.
We evaluated our method on the most prominent US stock indices (S&P500, Dow Jones, Russell 1000, and Nasdaq) and 1.5 million headlines
(1994-2010) from Gigaword (Graff et al., 2003).
A first automatic evaluation confirmed a positive
correlation between stock prediction accuracy and
relevance scores (via the attention weight). In a second, manual evaluation, we labeled 1000 headlines
and found that the method ranks relevant events
highly: A network trained on the Dow Jones stock
index prices, for example, resulted in 89% relevant
events in the top 200 ranks, compared to only 19%
relevant events in a uniform sample of headlines.

We present a method to automatically identify financially relevant news using stock price
movements and news headlines as input. The
method repurposes the attention weights of a
neural network initially trained to predict stock
prices to assign a relevance score to each headline, eliminating the need for manually labeled
training data. Our experiments on the four
most relevant US stock indices and 1.5M news
headlines show that the method ranks relevant
news highly, positively correlated with the accuracy of the initial stock price prediction task.

1

Introduction

Events such as lawsuits, the unveiling of a newly
discovered technology, the introduction of new legislation, or previous market movements can have
a significant impact on stock prices. A quick and
informed reaction to such an event is crucial for
financial analysts.
Information overload is pervasive in the financial
industry, hindering the analysts’ ability to incorporate the most relevant events into their decision
process. One of the main natural language understanding challenges across many industries is to
prioritize incoming information, reducing the risk
of missing important events.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to identify relevant financial news. The key insight is that
this can be achieved without relying on manually
created relevance judgments, instead leveraging the
correlation of news events and stock prices. The
core idea is to train an attention-based neural network on the stock prediction task, using the price
movement as label. The input of the network is a
set of events in the form of news headlines (embedded using BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)), and the
output is the price movement of a specific stock index with respect to the previous day (i.e., DOWN,
∗

2

Related Work

Stock price prediction from news. The feasibility of predicting stock prices from news has been
debated (Merello et al., 2018) as the news can affect
the price before it is published. In our case this is
not an issue as it only matters that the price change
is reflected in the news, not the timing; news about
price movements are indeed relevant. Multiple
approaches explored alternatives to extract price
signals from news such as sentiment analysis, semantic parsing, etc (Gidófalvi, 2001; Schumaker
and Chen, 2009; Xie et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014;
Peng and Jiang, 2016). Here we use contextualized
embeddings plus attention to extract those signals.
Extraction of financial events. Previous work focused on the explicit representation of events, either
in a canonical or semi-canonical way (Ding et al.,
2014, 2015, 2016; Peng and Jiang, 2016; Jacobs
et al., 2018), or non-canonicalized (Ein-Dor et al.,
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2019; Shi et al., 2019). Events are represented as
structured facts (Ding et al., 2014), via embeddings
(Ding et al., 2015) or keywords (Shi et al., 2019),
and are usually pre-selected based on explicit company mentions (Shi et al., 2019). Most approaches
differ from ours in that events are input for stock
prediction as ultimate goal, while we use stock
prediction to identify relevant events. Our end-toend approach allows us to automatically select the
relevant events avoiding involved preprocessing,
compromise on the representation of the event, or
the use of an underlying extraction system.
Attention as explanation. A debate has erupted
around the idea of using the attention mechanism
(Bahdanau et al., 2015) to explain output. Serrano
and Smith (2019) and Jain and Wallace (2019) concluded that attention weights should not be used to
explain a decision, and Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019)
developed a set of tests to determine weight consistency. In our specific case, we found that the results
on the stock price prediction are related to the attention weights performance as relevance scores, and
have merit when used for ranking. However, we
acknowledge the need to go into deeper analysis to
understand score stability in future work.
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Figure 1: Neural Network Layout

and projected to a vector hpi of length 100 by a
fully connected feed forward with ELU activation
hpi = FFELU (hi )
Following Yang et al. (2016), an attention layer
computes normalized weights for each headline
in the input day via a universal key, Hpd :=
{hpi }i=1,...,k , and aggregates them according to
those weights.

Training the attention layer for event
scoring

had = Attention(Hpd )

The idea is to make use of universal key attention
mechanism as in Yang et al. (2016) to learn a headline relevance weight by predicting the stock price
movement. Once the network is trained we can use
the unnormalized weights of the attention layer as
a global relevance score for the news headlines.
As input we use all daily headlines and their
categories. The output is DOWN, STAY, UP with
respect to the next trading session open price. The
full network is displayed in Figure 1.
Each headline hl1 , . . . , hlk consisting of a
(padded) sequence of N tokens {wi }i=1,...,N , is
encoded into vectors {hhli }i=1,...,N of length 768
via the BERT-base-uncased model pooled output:

The final label li (DOWN, STAY, UP) is computed
using a feed forward layer with softmax activation
li = FFsoftmax (had )
Every input layer is normalized, and weights
are initialized using He. The dropout rate is 0.25.
All weights are fine-tuned on the task. We ran on
3 Tesla V100 with a total batch size of 15. The
model has a total of ∼110M parameters.

4

Evaluation

Dataset. AP headlines of English Gigaword (Graff
et al., 2003) and the most prominent US stock indices: S&P500, Dow Jones, Nasdaq, and Russell1 ,
totaling 3777 trading sessions (1994–2010) and
1,532,260 headlines, with a daily average of 405.68,
a standard deviation of 134.49, a minimum of 1 and
a maximum of 1213.
News Classification. We trained a classifier on
TagMyNews (Vitale et al., 2012) to classify the

hhli = BERT(hli )
Each headline comes with a category label
hc1 , hc2 , . . . (details in Section 4) embedded into
a randomly initialized vector of length 30
hhci = embed(hci ),
Both vectors are concatenated

1
https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/
%5EGSPC/history?p=%5EGSPC

hi = hhli ⊕ hhci
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headlines into 6 categories: ’business’, ’entertainment’, ’health’, ’sci-tech’, ’sport’, ’us’ and ’world’.
The input of the BERT based model is a single
headline and the output a class score (dropout=0.25,
batch size=120, maximum headline length=15 tokens). The best model F1 was 0.85 (20% test size),
in line with state-of-the-art (Zeng et al., 2018). We
assigned a single class to each headline (0.5 threshold). Table 1 shows the distribution per category.
Category

Number of articles

%

596,899
275,585
231,083
211,570
66,891
54,607
54,057
41,568

38,96
17.99
15.08
13.81
4.37
3.56
3.53
2.70

world
sport
business
us
unclassified
entertainment
sci-tech
health

news would be relevant; we do not control for endogeneity. We ran two experiments: one to understand which news categories provide better signals,
and the second to check if they effectively receive
higher scores. We also performed a manual evaluation over the top 200 headlines for each index plus
a uniform random sample, totaling 1000 headlines.
Categories with stronger signals. We ran the network on each news category separately to predict
the price movement. We selected the model with
the maximum accuracy over 20 epochs. Table 3
shows the results for all categories. ’business’ headlines are more informative, achieving the highest
accuracy on most of the stock indices. Interestingly, ’sci-tech’ news is the best category for Nasdaq, which specializes in technology. However, the
top accuracy for this index lags well behind the
others. This fact will be reflected in the relevance
scores in the following experiment.

Table 1: Distribution of news per category

News Category

Preprocessing. Given resource constraints, we are
limited to 115 headlines per day, with a maximum
length of 15 tokens. To account for more than 115
headlines, we created stratified subsets on headline
categories to generate several data points per day.
We discarded days with less than 25 headlines for
the four most prominent categories, dropping 511
data points (13.53%), and removed headlines with
less than 20 characters. To assign price movement
labels, we set thresholds that minimize the distance
between the majority and minority class to balance
the distributions. We searched for a symmetric
threshold between [0.1%, 1%] at 0.1 intervals, see
Table 2 for the final values.
Stock Index

Threshold

DOWN

STAY

UP

S&P500
Dow Jones
Russell 1000
Nasdaq

+/- 0.3%
+/- 0.3%
+/- 0.3%
+/- 0.3%

30.91%
30.53%
29.47%
30.48%

33.61%
33.23%
34.38%
29.83%

35.48%
36.23%
36.15%
39.69%

business
us
world
sports
sci-tech
entertainment
health
all

Dow Jon.

Russ. 1000

Nasd.

57.88
40.13
41.83
38.94
36.74
34.57
34.57
52.92

61.97
42.02
39.66
36.36
37.05
37.98
34.26
54.99

55.92
39.59
38.73
38.94
36.90
38.14
35.81
54.49

43.64
38.45
44.89
44.09
44.96
42.33
40.78
45.22

Table 3: Max stock prediction accuracy per category

Scoring news headlines. Now we need to understand if the attention weights are consistent with
results in Table 3; we expect ’business’ headlines
to have a relatively higher score. We trained the
network on the entire set of news and used the attention layer to score 271,520 headlines across all
categories in the test set. We selected the model
with the minimum loss, patience of two epochs.
Table 4 shows the results for the top 10, 100, 1,000,
and 2,500 headlines. It shows the fraction of business headlines up to that rank, and the increase
compared to the fraction of business news in the
whole set. For the indices with higher accuracy
in the previous experiment (S&P500, Dow Jones,
and Russell 1000), the scores significantly skew
the distribution at the top ranks towards business
news by between 534.65%–471.09% at Rank 10
and between 419.31%–84.14% at Rank 2500. For
Nasdaq, with a previously lower performance, the
scores do not seem to provide a clear pattern, indicating that the stock prediction performance might
reflect the quality of scores.

Table 2: Thresholds and class distributions

4.1

S&P500

Event relevance

The goal is to understand if the attention layer’s unnormalized weights can be used to generate meaningful global news relevance scores; we understand
meaningful as a score that favors news reflecting
stronger price movement signals, either ex-ante
or ex-post the price change, as in both cases the
47

Stock Index

@Rank 10

@Rank 100

@Rank 1000

@Rank 2500

S&P500
Dow Jones
Russell 100
Nasdaq

90.00% / +471.09%
85.00% / +439.36%
100.00% / +534.54%
0.06% / -61.93%

91.82% / +482.62%
63.00% / +299.76%
92.33% / +485.90%
14.20% / -9.90%

87.50% / +455.22%
40.95% / +159.84%
87.40% / +454.59%
16.46% / +4.45%

81.30% / +415.88%
29.02% / +84.14%
81.84% / +419.31%
16.512% / +4.78%

Table 4: Percentage of ’business’ news at rank / Percentage increase compared to base distribution of 15.76%
Rank

Headline

Rank

Headline

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Dow Drops 176; Nasdaq Tumbles 179
U.S. stocks drop as bond market signals slowdown; Dow ...
U.S. stocks drop on profit-taking, poor Time Warner ...
Dollar Lower, Stocks Fall in Early Trading
Stocks fall despite manufacturing pickup ...
Nasdaq Falls 95; Dow Up 8
Stocks Fall, Dollar Traded Higher ...
Stocks fall in early trading
U.S. stocks turn lower as investors take profits from ...
Dow closes below 10,000; Nasdaq at lowest level ...
Stocks lower on Wall Street amid mixed global picture ...
Financial shares fall on delay, restatement of results
Stocks Plunge on Profit-Taking, Dollar Inches Higher ...

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Stocks, Dollar Lower on Strong Economic Report ...
Dow Down 60.50; Nasdaq Off 8.78
Stocks dip as traders await Fed meeting details
Dow Drops 17; Nasdaq Down Fraction
Dollar Weaker, Stocks Fall ...
Dollar, Stocks Traded Lower Eds ...
Stocks Fall Back, Dollar Lower ...
Stocks fall on concerns over Wall Street and local ec...
Dollar, Stocks Lower in Early Tokyo Trading ...
Nasdaq Ends Down 147; Dow Up 25
U.S. stocks end mostly lower after GDP report ...
Dow Up 70.20; Nasdaq Falls 71.28
London Shares Lower ...

Table 5: Top results for S&P500

Rank

Headline

4.3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Latam stocks lower on slowdown concerns
Stocks end lower amid worries after House OKs plan
Latam stocks plunge on slowdown concerns
World markets drop on worries of US-led slowdown
French economy enters recession
US economy sheds most jobs since 2003
Manhattan apartment sales drop further
India ’ s key stock index drops 4 percent
Japan stocks slide on worries about US economy
Hon Kong stocks drop on US worries
Credit markets still tight after bailout approval
US cuts off family planning group in Africa
Employers cut 159,000 jobs, most in over 5 years
Russian shares fall sharply
US Congress OKs bailout bill and Bush signs its

We labeled the top 200 test set headlines for each
index plus 200 uniformly sampled. Two annotators
classified them as relevant or non-relevant. In total,
there were only 19 (1.9%) discrepancies that were
resolved via mutual agreement. Table 7 shows the
relevance results and the high inter-annotator agreement. As before, financially relevant news score
higher for the best performing indices compared to
Nasdaq and the uniform sample.

Table 6: Top 15/219 – S&P500 – October 3, 2008

4.2

Anecdotal data

Manual evaluation

Stock Index

Relevant

Not Relevant

Cohen’s kappa

S&P500
Dow Jones
Russell 1000
Nasdaq
Uniform

100%
89%
87%
25.5%
19%

0%
11%
13%
73.5%
81%

1
0.88
0.94
0.95
0.90

Table 7: Manual evaluation on top 200 headlines

Table 5 shows the top 26 headlines over the whole
timespan, ranked using the unnormalized attention
layer weights of the model trained for S&P500
with all news categories. The examples show that
the model scores market-relevant headlines highly.
We see mostly headlines reflecting general market
trends. Results for an iconic date, October 3, 2008,
in which the US House passed the 2008 bailout
show the same trend (Table 6). As for a single day,
specific news about stock movements are not many,
top-ranking has space for other relevant economic
or political events.

5

Conclusion and future work

We presented an exploratory analysis to rank financially relevant events without manually labeled
data. We showed that when a simple neural network is able to extract informative signals from
news, the attention layer was able to score higher
the most relevant news. Future work needs to focus on a more fine-grained analysis of the data and
understanding the stability of the scores.
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